
Events
The Second Civil War: A period of war between the two American factions; the Conservatives and the
Liberals. The war began in the year 2024 and ended with the signing of the North America Cease in
Hostility Treaty in the year 2029; which is what created the two separate American nations we have
today.

The Third Civil War: A small inflammation of unresolved differences between the two American nations
that lasted less than a year, brought on by the Conservatives bombing of the Liberals embassy in
Venezuela; which caused the deaths of several hundred embassy workers; military personnel;
ambassadors; and even more specifically; refugees, who had come to the embassy to seek safe haven
from the Conservatives who had been hell-bent on eradicating their entire people from the planet.

The Third Civil War ended in year 2063.

Saxton Uprising: An event, sparked, in part, by the death of David Saxton, a convicted pedophile who
was murdered while serving his prison sentence; and who was the father of Jennifer Saxton, the child
whose speech (in)directly instigated the Saxton Uprising.

The uprising was brought on by the government’s violation of the Liberal Nations Constitution and their
imposing of secret “morality laws”. When the final arrests of the former government were made, the
number of Liberal citizens which had come to the capital to be a part of the uprising movement, in the
end, numbered well over twenty-two million Liberal Nation citizens.

Nuclear Attack on Vatican City: In the year 2017, a small yield nuclear device was exploded inside the
walls of Vatican City destroying the largest collection of religious artifacts in world history; it also caused
the deaths of an estimated 140,000 Catholics including the recently ordained Pope John Augustine.

Later investigations showed that both, former United States president, G.W. Bush and former United
States vice-president, R.B. Cheney had played a senior role in arranging for the sale and delivery of the
nuclear device used; that they had knowingly sold the nuclear device to a terrorist group which at the
time were still going by the name Isil.



People
Jennifer Saxton: Jennifer Saxton (Liberal), in the year 2072, at the age of seven, gave the speech that led
to the ‘Saxton Uprising’; which in turn led to the government of the Liberal Nation being overthrown.
Jennifer Saxton was elected to serve in the interim parliament as the Prefect. Jennifer Saxton is
documented as being the youngest civil leader in all of recorded history according to the Guinness Book
of World Records.

Leon Samuels: Leon Samuels (Conservative) was a serial killer who ate the flesh of his victims. Over 300
skeletons of female infants and toddlers were found buried on is property; all with their flesh eaten
away from them. Samuels was executed for his cannibalistic crimes; but his actions lead church
scientists to run experiments on hundreds of thousands young orphan children, which eventually led to
the development and creation of the Ut species.

Stagion Martin: Stagion Martin (Liberal) was the founder of P.E.E. and was president of the company
between the years 2030 and 2041 when he was secretly arrested, tried and convicted of morality crimes
by the government of the Liberal Nation. His sentence was commuted in 2051; but was then re-imposed
after he took back control of P.E.E. in 2052. Martin was eventually released from prison with a complete
pardon in the year 2073, at the age of 65, and was given special dispensation for his wrongful
imprisonment by the new Liberal Nation government.

Elly "Larisa" Bray: Elly Bray is the founder of the Havana Girl Cigar Company and is the distiller of
Havana Girl Bourbon; she founded the company in the year 2025; after she had purchased the DNA
patents of forty of the 170 cloned human girls created by Doctor Vladimir Minkov in the year 2022.

Doctor Vladimir Minkov: Doctor Minkov was the scientists who had cloned the first human beings in the
year 2016; from the cells of his then dead young daughters.

In the end, the doctor had cloned 170 human clones; all female; which he raised as his own daughters
until being found out by the splinter government of the United Russian Territories in the years 2019.

As part of his sentence; he was forced to destroy his lives work; all of it. He was forced to terminate the
lives of all 170 little girls, age six, by submersing them in a vat of acid while they were still conscious.



The Minder: The Minder is a medical specialist who works for the Moldova Drug Cartel. Her duties were
to repair any lasting damage done to the cartels employees; especially their child prostitutes.



Groups
Hands of God: The Hands of God were an elite hunter/killer group of men who served within the
conservative militia; their sole duty was to seek out all heretics and eliminate them with extreme
prejudice and petulance. Not a man, women, child or beast was beyond their dominion; all were
subjects to their ultimate judgment.

The Hands were "officially abolished" in the year 2030 in accordance with the North America Cease in
Hostility Treaty of 2029; though there is evidence that the Hands are still quiet active.

Citizens Militia: When the Liberal Nation was founded, so was the Citizens Militia; the new armed forces
of the Liberal Nation. The Civilian Militia was not under the direction of the government, but at the
administration of the citizens. The Citizens Militia played a big part in subduing the treasonous Core and
bringing them to justice in the year 2072.

The Core: The Core was the name that the media gave to the highest elected members of the Liberal
government who had been charged with treason by acting out against the terms of the nation’s
Constitution. These individuals were the ones found to have committed the worse of the atrocities
against the Liberal people. All, but six of the 173 Core members choose imprisonment over banishment.

The Committee: Also known as the "International Committee on Cloning Science"; the committee
appointed by religious groups and Fortune 500 companies to review the cloning incident involving
Doctor Vladimir Minkov and the 170 human clones he created in the year 2016.

Neophyte Tribes: A tribe dating back an estimated 5,000 years. Their territorial land had spanned once,
most of South America, throughout their first 2,500 years; but the tribe went into deep isolation once
early Europeans started settling the continent. They remained completely hidden, until archeologists
found evidence, in the year 2022, that the tribe may have actually existed.

In the year 2039 explorers actually located the first "living" Neophyte tribe people.



TV & Film Celebrities
Mia Talerico: Mia Talerico was a female child actress on Pedo Classics, formally Nick Classics; who
played the character Charley Duncan from the early twenty-first century TV show, "Good Luck Charlie".

Baylie and Rylie Cregut: Baylie and Rylie Cregut were twin female child actresses on Pedo Classics;
formally Nick Classics, who both played the character Hope Chance from the early twenty-first century,
hit TV show, "Raising Hope".

Mary-Kate and Ashley Olsen: Mary-Kate and Ashley Olsen were twin female child actresses on Pedo
Classics; formally Nick Classics, who originally played the same character, Michelle Tanner on the TV
show "Full House"; they later went on to star in the short lived, but very sexy, TV show "Two of a Kind".

The "Olsen Twins" produced several feature films and went on to design their own clothing line and
were considered to be the wealthiest teenage celebrities of the late twentieth century.

Rowan Blanchard: Rowan Blanchard was a female child actress on Pedo Classics, formally Nick Classics;
who played the character Riley Matthews from the early twenty-first century TV show, "Girl Meets
World".

Kylie Rogers: [Sunshine from Space Station 76]

Shirley Temple: Shirley Temple was a well known child actress, known for her role in many early cinema
films of the 1930's.

Shirley Temple was also the very first child to be digitized into a holo-porn character by Stagion Martian
and P.E.E. Despite her round face; Shirley Temple had a very tight nubile body; especially in her late
preteens years; making her an extremely tight and sexy fuck according to USA Today – Liberal Edition,
dated April 25, 2043.

Emma Watson: Emma Watson played the first Herminie Granger before the remakes, in 2019, were
released. Emma has been one of only a handful of girls to maintain their “Grade A+++” fuckability score
from birth to the age of sixteen. She has earned P.E.E. over 121 billion as a Holo-Porn sprite.



Miranda Cosgrove: Miranda Cosgrove was highly lusted after Megan Parker on the old Pedo Classics,
formally Nick Classics, series Drake & Josh; and as Carly Shay, the lead character in the series iCarly.
Miranda Cosgrove film debut came in 2003, when she first played the fuckable bossy Summer Hathaway
in the movie, “School of Rock”.

Cosgrove, as of 2069, is a madam of Seattle’s most respected sex houses; where she employees nearly
200 men, women, children and infants (many are her own children, grandchildren and great-
grandchildren). According to the Zagat Sex Guide; her brothel is the best regulated sex house in the
Liberal Nation.

Salina Gomez:

Sabrina Carpenter:



Business
The Havana Girl Cigar Company: This cigar manufacturer was formed in the year 2025 when Elly Bray
purchased the genetic code of forty female clones. She developed the proprietary method of making,
what are certified as "Havana Girl" cigars; the only company that can certify a cigar as such. Cigars are
rolled on the thighs and in the vaginal folds of the virgin children that they are later aged inside of.

ONE2EIGHT Imports, Ltd.: ONE2EIGHT Imports is the third-party import/export company established by
the Havana Girl Cigar Company so that they can engage in business with businesses based in the Liberal
Nation (per the terms of the International Liberal Trade Agreement).

The name of the company 'One to Eight' is derived from the number of years that it takes a cigar to age
inside one of the little (clone) girls ("Havana Girls") vaginas.

Blitz'n Pharmaceuticals Ltd.: A pharmaceutical company which had garnished very little market share
until it released Dylantrapam in the year 2063; at which time the company saw a huge leap in stock
option purchases.

Blitz'n also was the company behind the formulations of the child sexual lubricant, Blitz'n KY75.

Boeing:

Pedo Entertainment Enterprises Inc.: Founded in the year 2030 by Stagion Martin; P.E.E. became the
first "pedo-friendly" mainstream entertainment conglomerate in the world.

Based in Liberal America, P.E.E. developed and brought to market, the first holo-porn technology; and
launched its first family television series; PedoX.

In the year 2033; P.E.E. purchased Nick Classics; which had already bought out Disney Classics in the
year 2021.

P.E.E. Virgin Airlines: Acquired as part of the Virgin Group buyout in 2034 after the sudden death of
Richard Branson. The airline is used exclusively to bring guests in first class to select P.E.E. theme parks.



Pedoland: Built right next door to the old run-down Disneyland amusement park is Pedoland; built while
Disney still had its relevance. Pedoland sits on nearly 100,000 acres of renovated property in the city of
P.E.E. Anaheim (formerly Anaheim, California); it features many erotic rides for children  as young as
three days old; as well as the undisputed best whore house in all the America's (Pedoland also has over
500 smaller child-friendly whore houses throughout its amusement park).

Six Flags Water World Theme Park: Water World Theme Park is a part of the P.E.E. family of theme
parks located in P.E.E. Anaheim.



Television and Magazines
PedoX:

Pedo Classics (formerly Nick Classics): A television station which airs mostly classic Nickelodeon and
Disney channel live-action shows. Bought by Pedo Entertainment Enterprises Inc. (P.E.E.) in 2032, P.E.E.
owns over a dozen pedo-friendly TV channels; the most popular FTA channel, is the reality station.

Princess Penny and Friends: A cartoon series that aired between 2031 and 2033. Princess Penny was a
little princess who always got her and her friends into trouble, always at the expense of the poor village
peasants, servants and outright slaves; but the show always ended with the group learning a positive
(religious-type) lesson.

In the year 2032, the show's creators offered to sell the series to P.E.E.; but P.E.E.'s owner, Stagion
Martin had declined all attempts to sell him the rights to the show; Martin stated that the show "was
too immature"; and that it "played down on the intelligence capacity as well as the sexuality of children
everywhere".

Penthouse Kids:



Government
Government of Spiritual Salvation: The church-based government created by the Conservative
Constitution after the Second Civil War ended in 2029. The government is governed by appointed
representatives; appointed by the "holy fathers" (highest spiritual, male, leaders of the nation’s only
allowed and approved religions).

The government of Spiritual Salvation serves as the true and only voice of "god's will".

The Holy Sciences Department: A branch of the Conservative Nation’s government which oversees all
scientific research conducted in the Conservative Nation; the Holy Sciences Department assures that
heresy is never committed in an affront to, ”god’s will”, by conservative scientists.

Government of Liberty and Freedom: This parliamentary style council government was created to
manage the daily operations of the Liberal Nation after the end of the Second Civil War in the year 2029.
The members are placed into their seats by a vote of all Liberal Nation’s citizens. A Prefect is select from
the senior members (usually) to speak on behalf of all in Parliament.



Treaties
North America Cease in Hostility Treaty of 2029: The treaty signed into existence upon the end of the
Second Civil War. It laid out the boundaries each new nation would be entitled too; the "dead zone";
and banned the use of all chemical and/or biological weaponry.

The Conservatives violated the treaty in the year 2068, starting the Third Civil War; Conservatives
bombed the Liberals Venezuela embassy; when they decided to use both chemical and biological
weapons.

Exodus Treaty: The Exodus clause of the North American Cease in Hostility Treaty (often referred to as
the Exodus Treaty); allowed for the safe passage of citizens from one territory to the other; excluding
those wanted for war crimes against said nation or those who were serving prison sentences for other
crimes.

International Cloning of Life Ban of 2019: The ICLB was created by an international committee
established as a result of the cloning of 170 human girls, which had occurred in 2016. The ban decreed
that it would be unlawful, on a global scale, for any entity to create any “new genetic lines" of human
life. Further; it further established that, no human rights would ever be given to such "things"; that their
existence is to be held in the same regard as a "plague virus" and should be handled as such would be.
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The Death Zone: The DZ is an area that spans from coast to coast between the Liberal Nation and the
Conservative Nation. Walls bordering both sides of the Death Zone were erected to secure their
respective territories. A quarter mile separates both territories. Military personnel monitor, from both
sides, approximately every 500 yards.

Anyone caught violating the death zone without proper paperwork, will be subject to prosecution or
even summary execution (depending on what side of the zone they are on).



Laws
Megan's Law: A poorly created and very unconstitutional law established, circa 1994, which created a
sex offender registry. The law created a new industry of political prisoners and lead to the deaths of
thousands of innocent men, women and children while they were serving their sentences; or after their
release, thanks to the sex offender registry.

Mentally unstable individuals used the registry as a "hit list" and as a way of identifying sexually
enlightened individuals and killing them.

Megan's Law was one of the first laws to be abolished by the new Liberal government in the year 2029.

Morality Law (Liberal Nation): Acts of Parliament which initially were created and enforced 'in secret'.
These laws were imposed upon all citizens of the Liberal Nation and were in all, in clear violation of the
nations Constitution. It was because of these laws that over twenty million citizens stood up and
overthrew the treasonous government during the time of the Saxton Uprising.

Equality Clause: The Equality Clause to the Liberal Nation's constitution states that no citizens shall be
discriminated against due to: race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation and/or expression, national
origin, age, disability, ancestry, place of birth, gender, marital status, political beliefs and affiliations,
criminal record, genetic information, creed, family responsibilities, credit history, pregnancy, ethnicity,
military service, or drug use (except when job safety is an issue).

Educational Athleticism Dress Act: In the year 2062; based upon years of scientific consensus; the
medical recommendation of the entire LAMA panel; as well as the Surgeon General; the Liberal Nation's
government enacted EADA; out of concern for the health of all atheists; but especially for those children
who engage in school related sports and/or exercise.

Due to the heighten potential for accidental, self-inflicted, injury; and due to the interference clothing
causes for medical professionals when trying to treat someone who is having a health crisis; no student
athlete will be allowed to engage in a sporting event, sporting  practice, or any exercise regiment
wearing any clothing whatsoever that may cause injury or prevent medical care.

Two exceptions to this Act exist: a.) females who have "drooping breasts" with a C cup size or larger;
because of their swinging capabilities, may wear a school approved sports bra during sporting events
and practice, with the written permission of her family doctor; and b.) males who engage in sports
where there is an heighten chance of them being hit by a foreign object, such as a ball or bat, in their
testacies may wear an easily removed athletic cup and school approved jock strap.



Ban of Hazardous Cleaning Products Act: This act, despite the many drawbacks, mandates that all
household and commercial cleaning products be made from non-synthetic, organic, hypo-allergenic
chemicals; this includes all soaps; detergents; disinfectants; waxes and so forth.

Ban of Disposable Apparel Act: This Act bans the use of all disposable apparel, namely disposable
diapers in the Liberal Nation.



Justice System
Euthanizing Drone: An automated predator-style hunter/killer which monitors the Conservative side of
the Death Zone. Design to critically maim rather than kill outright anyone caught crossing the border
without authorized papers. Victims of these drones sometimes will take days to die.

Some smaller variations on the euthanizing drones are designed to monitor the Conservative population
at large; and to unilaterally administer punishment if determined by the drone to be necessary. Millions
of Conservative citizens have been "brought to justice" by these drones; those who were not euthanized
immediately, were placed into prison camps; many of which were ages down to toddler or even infant.

Prison Camp for Sexually Deviant Children: These are Conservative prison camps established to house
any child under the age of 22 years old who have been found guilty of sexual deviant behavior and who
have been otherwise mandated to undergo "rehabilitation".

Any sex act engaged in by a child with another child, "tainted beast", or even for the purpose of self
gratification is guilty of a crime of sexual deviancy and is mandated by church law to be placed into a
"camp".

Treatment in these camps may include sleep deprivation and random rape sessions; starvation and
forced "re-in-gestation treatments"; amputation of sexual organs or bodily limbs; sadomasochistic pain
and bloodletting treatments; "splitting" (where they split sexual organs; mainly the penis, clitoris and/or
the nipples like a banana peel); and so on.

Even infants who have been seen simply fondling themselves; or even who may only just scratched
their penis or vulva for just a bit too long are guilty of sexual deviant behavior; and if caught, will be
convicted and sent to a prison camp immediately.

The youngest individual ever sentenced to a prison camp was a girl who was only six hours named
"Baby Sunshine"; she was reported by hospital staff of foundling herself inappropriately. Police
immediately reported to the hospital and seized the infant away from her mother's bosom.

Within hours of her entering into the prison camp the newborn girl had her citreous removed (as she
wouldn't stop touching herself); the Warden had hoped that by removing her clit; the baby would stop
defiling herself; and defying the will of God.

The individual spent six years in the prison camp undergoing intensive rape sessions on a daily bases;
she was also forced to re-ingest her own bodily waste; only being allowed to "relieve" herself once every
fourteen days (she would have the urine and feces sucked out of her body; then would have fresh food
slop and liquids pumped into colon and bladder).



Education
Official School Tunics: In the Liberal Nation, all students and staff of publically funded schools are
required to wear appropriate school tunics.

Tunics for students are largely unisex; are full length and must not drop below the middle of the
students upper-thighs; must have buttons that button up to no more than three inches from the child's
neckline; and must have a flap that covers the child's left breast plate. A belt that matches the color of
the tunic or that is neutral in color must also accompany the wearing of a student's tunic.

Because of limited mobility in children; tunics for children under six years of age, may use means other
than buttons on their tunics, such as using Velcro.

Tunics may sport the schools authorized mono or two tone color scheme; and may have the school's
mascot emblazoned on the left breast  of the tunic (if the school desires).

Students are not permitted to wear any undergarments or trousers with their tunics unless the school
administrators have advised the students to do so due to weather or for an approved special occasion or
event, and then only those undergarments or trousers that has been previously approved by the school
board are allowed.

In most cases, once the child has arrived in their classroom, it is policy for the student to remove their
tunics before beginning their class work; and they will usually do not put them back on until the end of
the school day.



Health and Wellness
Orgasm Therapy: Many school-aged girls, if it appears that they may be having trouble ejaculating
during classroom lessons (as science has proven that all girls can ejaculate if they are properly
stimulated), may be recommended for one-on-one organism therapy sessions with a licensed school
therapist by her teacher, head master, or uncertified parent.



Genetics
Ut (Slang for Homo-Utarius Meat and Nutrients aka H.U.M.A.N.): A animal-human hybrid/cybrid species
developed by the  Holy Sciences Department (of the Conservative Nation) in the year 2040 to serve as a
source of food meat protein and as a beast of burden.

In recent years, more and more Ut have been domesticated and kept inside the homes of their owners.

XHL Genome Virus: A genome virus developed by Liberal Nation scientists. Its intended purpose was to
cause sterilization of conservative females thereby leading to the eventual extinction of the
Conservative Nation through pseudo self inflicted attrition. However; the sterilization was only effective
in females who had already entered into puberty; for those females who had yet to reach puberty, it
greatly stunted and slowed their outward aging and growth; sexually and mentally, they aged as normal.

Most Conservative girls would have a slowed development of around one-third that of non-XHL-effected
girls throughout the world; in other words, Conservative girls would only age one day for every three
days of other girls. Additionally; fertility often set in, in these girls, around the age of two years; and in
most cases sterilization occurs at the very first signs of outward-puberty. In all girls, which are in the
fortieth-percentile or greater; a complete sterilization will occur by the always painful and sudden
evacuation of the girls embryos; which is followed by massive reproductive organ damage and necrosis;
this damage can lead to untreatable sepsis and a shorten life span. Death from health complications
usually will occur before the girls thirtieth birthday. Once puberty has started, the girls aging stabilizes at
a normal ratio.

XHL had another unforeseen side effect; it corrupted all organic editable meat protein sources at the
genetic level; making not only those sources uneatable to humans, but their progeny as well. This
contamination of the Conservative Nations meat supply lead to the development of Homo-Utarius.

Surrogate Child: A surrogate child; also known as, a "certified child"; or a "certified baby", as the case
may be; is a child grown in a laboratory setting; by a licensed geneticist; and which includes both the
mothers and the fathers DNA. The child may have certain genetic enhancement or favored
characteristics enabled in its genetic coding depending on its parent’s desire and budgetary means.

The most common purpose of a certified child is for that child to be used as a surrogate for both stress
and sexual relief of its parent(s); its siblings and any other close relatives to the family. Any abuse short
of actual murder is acceptable in regards to the treatment of a surrogate child.



Technology
Holo-Porn:  Holo-porn is a 3D holographic, computer generated porn technology developed by P.E.E. in
2031. It allowed anyone to fuck any child from past to present, whereby the technology gives the user
the sensation of fucking the real thing.

Prior to the technology being made available to the general public; P.E.E. would make porn shorts of
celebrity child starlets, fucking; and sometimes brutally raping one another, which they aired on their
several television stations.

Today; a specialized medical version of the holo-porn technology exists, which allows entire families to
pre-birth a holographic version of their child, have sexual relations with him or her; then upload the
experiences and feelings (both physical and emotional) that the holographic baby had back into the
living fetus; this is to create a grater bond between the fetus and the rest of his or hers family.

Pear of Anguish: The Pear of Anguish, Choke Pear, or simply, "the pear" as it’s also referred to as; is a
medieval torture instrument shaped like a pear, which is inserted in the victim's mouth, rectum or
vagina. Upon insertion, the handle would be turned, causing the leaves to be slowly separated; the
pronged ends of each lobe ensured maximum damage as they tore into the throat, cervix or rupturing
other tissues.

Boeing 979 Luxury Jetliner: A triple deck luxury jetliner developed and manufactured by Boeing
International. It is equipped with sixteen plasma pulse compression engines and powered by 2,000
100-year energy fuel cells.



100-Year Energy Fuel Cells: With the advent of nano-fusion technology in 2026 common use fuel cells
made swift advancements. The ability to manufacture fuel cells and batteries with charge times of
greater than 100 years became possible circa 2030.

In the year 2032; the Liberal Nations parliament unanimously voted to impose a mandate that all
vehicles sold after 2035 use a 100-year minimum energy fuel cell in their primary operations.



Drugs
Dylantrapam (street name: kiddy crack): An affordable, over-the-counter, "street" drug developed by
the pharmaceutical company Blitz'n Pharmaceuticals Ltd. in the year 2063. Designed mainly as a sexual
hyper-stimulant for children who are between the ages of birth and fourteen years old; it is also capable
of inducing a heighted euphoric state.

According to the New England Journal of Pediatric Medicine, there have been no known reports of
addiction, overdose or even death by this drug since its release, and the side effects that have been
documented are all minor in nature and then they are mostly sexual; however, if your child's erection
does last more than eighteen hours, you should contact your family doctor immediately and have the
child remain well hydrated.

The drug can be purchased in several forms; as a powder concentrate; as a liquid or as a suppository
which can be use on all newborn infants.

Dylantrapam can be administered several ways; for males, the drug can be injected directly into the
scrotum, where it will cause the accelerated production of semen (not sperm); and for females, the drug
can be injected directly into the clitoris or clitoral hood, where it will cause the ability to dilate the
vaginal opening, the hyper-stimulation of her clitoris and the ability to cause the child to ejaculate.

Blitz'n KY73: An organic and extremely safe sexual lubricating gel developed specifically for children
under the age of six. On the lubrication viscosity scale; numbering between 1 and 100; this formula has a
rating of 73, making it one of the slickest sexual lubricants on the market today.

Unlike all other sexual lubricants for children on the market; Blitz'n holds dozens of patents on their
unique formulation. Unlike all others; only Blitz'n's sexual lubricants for children offers the added
benefits of their patented line of drugs. Blitz'n KY73 includes Blitz'n proprietary pain management drug
as well as their pleasure receptor drugs in one. Blitz'n KY73 also includes their patented beta dilation
drug; which causes the loosening and dilation on any (sexual) orifice that it is applied too; wither it be
the anus, vagina, cervix, urethra or even the throat.

Given the viscosity and drug additives in Blitz'n KY73; a father; or any other adult; can easily go "balls
deep" in the smallest of children and cause very little discomfort. Even palm sized preemie babies can
take a parent's pinky finger up their assholes to the first knuckle without too much pain or rectal
bleeding with Blitz'n KY73.



Miscellaneous
Blitz'n Transparent Bloomers: Along with the ban of hazardous cleaning products which makes cleaning
defecated in cloth diapers very ineffective and nearly impossible to clean; many parents have instead
chosen to purchase the patented Blitz'n Transparent Bloomers™ which are made from 100-percent
silicon; and come with or without a built in drinking straw; and/or anal or vaginal plug.

Shorty: A medical device; often used by young children to inject drugs directly into their testicle;
designed to enter into the testicals via the urethra rather than into the bladder. Most are self-lubricating
and include an inflatable bulb at one end.


